
FWinc Disciplinary Policy

1. Purpose  

Funny Wonders Inc. (FWinc), as an organisation, aims to provide opportunities for people to experience 
and participate in creative arts in a supportive, safe environment. The purpose of this policy is to provide
and protect members and associates of FWinc with a standard of conduct; to prevent minor problems 
developing into major problems and to ensure that unacceptable conduct is addressed promptly and 
appropriately through fair and consistent treatment.

2. Scope  

This Policy applies to all members and associates of FWinc who are expected to respect and comply with 
this Policy and associated procedure.  

3. Definitions  

Misconduct is behaviour that does not comply with the FWinc Code of Conduct or House Rules, interferes 
with the proper and successful running of FWinc activities or affects other members and associates of 
FWinc or the public. 

3.1 Types of Offences  
Below are definitions of four categories of offences and non-exclusive examples of such offences. 

a) Minor  : primarily only affects the atmosphere of the activity and is not directed at a particular 
person or people. Examples include: bad language (use of swear words); failure to respect the 
rights of others; minor non-compliance of FWinc Policies and Procedures. 

b) Major  : directed at a particular person, people or property and/or prolonged/repeated minor 
offences; a single major offence is not tolerated. Examples include: violent, disorderly, 
threatening or offensive behaviour or language; bullying or harassment; acts of fraud, deceit, 
deception or dishonesty in relation to other members or associates of FWinc including theft of 
possessions; carrying weapons; severe disruption or interference of FWinc activities; intentional 
damage, defacement or misappropriation of FWinc property or rented/borrowed property; misuse/
unauthorised use of FWinc premises or property; consumption of alcohol or drugs or smoking during
FWinc activities or on FWinc premises; sale of drugs; major non-compliance of FWinc Policies and 
Procedures.

c) Serious  : a major offence with the additional offence of causing physical harm, injury or impairment
of a person’s safety; a single serious offence is not tolerated. 

d) Criminal  : a criminal offence is deemed any that breaks the law; a single criminal offence is not 
tolerated. If a criminal offence has occurred, the local authorities will be informed immediately.

3.2 Types of Reports  

a) Informal  : the supervising adult is informed of the misconduct 
b) Formal  : the supervising adult is informed of the misconduct and a FWinc Record of Misconduct 

Report Form is completed and handed in to the supervising adult
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4. Statement  

It is the duty of all members and associates of FWinc to observe and maintain honest and peaceful 
behaviour during all FWinc activities and comply with the FWinc Code of Conduct and House Rules. 

5. Legislation  

As FWinc does not ‘employ’, there is no government legislation applicable to FWinc nor legal requirement
or obligation in handling disciplinary cases. Basic advice and guidance is provided by the Advisory, 
Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS) statutory Code of Practice. 

6. Handling Unacceptable Behaviour  
If FWinc team members witness any unacceptable behaviour, they should: 
 identify the behaviour and call it out as unacceptable
 separate the participants involved
 calm the situation
 check on the recipient, make sure they are ok and feel supported
 check on the instigator, make it clear such behaviour is not acceptable
 remind the group of the FWinc House Rules and that FWinc activities must remain a safe space

Any further actions taken should depend upon the needs of each participant involved. If 
unacceptable behaviour is often and repetitive from numerous participants, a group conversation 
addressing the issue may be required and preferable to not apportion all the blame to one particular 
participant, particularly if it is back-and-forth. 

7. Reports of Misconduct at FWinc Activities  

A single minor offence will result in informal disciplinary action (section 8). Formal action (section 9) will 
be taken if a major, serious or criminal offence is made. A serious/criminal case of misconduct will result
in the immediate temporary removal from FWinc activities and participation. 

All reports of misconduct, whether informal or formal, will be kept in accordance with the FWinc Data 
Protection and Confidentiality Policy. 

8. Informal Action   

Following an informal report of misconduct (orally communicated to the supervising adult of the FWinc 
activity) the supervising adult should have ‘quiet words in private’ with those involved. This must be 
documented. If minor offences are continuous or escalating, they should be reported to the FWinc 
Disciplinary Officer (FWincDO). 

9. Formal Action - Disciplinary Procedure  

A formal report of misconduct should be firstly orally communicated to the supervising adult and then 
supported by a completed FWinc Record of Misconduct Report Form. This must be handed to the 
supervising adult and sent to the FWincDO. All stages of the procedure should be documented and kept 
on record. Only persons involved or affected by the report or any further actions will be informed if an 
individual is undergoing disciplinary action and all disciplinary proceedings will, as far as practicable, 
remain confidential. 

Following each formal report of misconduct, the following procedure should be carried out. 
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9.1 Inform  
The offending person must be informed of the report of misconduct against them. 

9.2 Investigation  
An investigation will occur after each formal report of misconduct has been completed and involve, at
least, speaking to all parties involved – offender, reporter, supervising adult and any witnesses – to 
collect facts. The investigation should begin within one week of the formal report being written and 
be completed within one month if possible. The investigation must be carried out before further 
action is taken. Following the investigation, the FWincDO should report their findings to the FWinc 
Core Team. 

9.3 Outcomes  
Following the investigation, the FWincDO will decide whether formal action is required and advise the
Core Team. The standard statutory program is to be carried out which consists of three-stages: oral 
warning, first written warning, final written warning. Copies of all warnings must be kept. 

Continued Misconduct following a final written warning will result in one of the following:

 temporary exclusion from some FWinc activities for a specified amount of time
 temporary exclusion from all FWinc activities for a specified amount of time
 permanent exclusion from some FWinc activities 
 permanent exclusion from all FWinc activities

It is at the discretion of the FWinc Core Team, in the first instance, to determine which is the most 
suitable/appropriate action.  

9.4 Disciplinary Meetings  
If formal action against an offender is required, a ‘disciplinary meeting’ will be held. Such meetings 
are to ensure clear communication with all parties and during which warnings (oral or written) or 
penalties will be given. Meetings should be attended by the FWincDO, the offender, 
parent(s)/guardian(s) if the offender is under 18yrs and the supervising adult involved. An offender 
over 18yrs may also be accompanied by a supporting figure. Accurate notes of meetings should be 
taken. 

9.5 Time-limits  
There is no time limit applied to an offence after which formal warnings lapse. However, the Core 
Team may choose to waive this, if appropriate, under the direction of the FWincDO.

9.6 Appeal   
An offender may appeal to actions taken against them including warnings and penalties by writing to 
the FWinc Board of Directors whose decision will be final.

10. Prevention of Further Misconduct  

Efforts should be made to help any offending persons overcome any underlying problems or issues which 
may lead to further misconduct. This may include:

 providing information of counselling services
 implementation of a mentoring/buddy system 
 explaining why their conduct is not acceptable
 support to assist them in improving their conduct
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11. Disciplinary Action External to FWinc  

Any member of the FWinc team who is facing or undergoing disciplinary action elsewhere, such as at 
work, has an obligation to report it to the Activity Leader, Project Manager, the Board of Directors and 
the FWincDO, as appropriate, as soon as the action is made formal. The FWincDO and Board of Directors 
will judge as to whether action related to participation in FWinc activities is appropriate and/or 
necessary. 

12. Implementation of this Policy  

All adults in a supervisory or supporting role within FWinc will be made aware of unacceptable behaviour,
the content of this Policy and the Disciplinary Procedure. 

This Policy will be available at permanent premises used by FWinc and on the FWinc website. 

13. Responsibilities  

It is the responsibility of the FWinc Board of Directors to appoint a Disciplinary Officer (FWincDO) who 
should be member or associate of FWinc who is removed from the day-to-day running of activities. 

It is the responsibility of the supervising adult of the FWinc activity to: 
 communicate the FWinc House Rules and what constitutes misconduct to all members and 

associates of FWinc during their activity
 receive and handle informal reports of misconduct 
 communicate informal reports of misconduct to the FWincDO
 receive formal verbal  reports of misconduct and communicate these to the FWincDO
 pass on FWinc Record of Misconduct Report Forms to the FWincDO
 aid the FWincDO in handling formal reports of misconduct with which they are involved

It is the responsibility of the FWincDO to:
 ensure that all supervising adults are aware of how to deal with disciplinary issues and this Policy 

and associated Procedure
 keep all records of misconduct
 handle formal reports of misconduct
 handle and follow the FWinc Disciplinary Procedure 
 inform the FWinc Core Team of formal reports of misconduct and lead discussion of further 

actions required if necessary 

14. Complaints  

Complaints regarding the procedures or handling of the procedures mentioned in this Policy, the Policy 
itself or any other matter should follow the FWinc Complaints Procedure outlined in the FWinc 
Complaints Policy.

15. Review  

This Policy and associated procedure will be reviewed by the FWinc Board of Directors annually or as-and-
when issues arise. 

16. External Contacts  

ACAS: http://www.acas.org.uk
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17. Policy History  

First version adopted April 2010
Formatted April 2011
Re-adopted April 2011
Amended Feb 2012
Re-adopted March 2012
Re-adopted March 2013
Re-adopted March 2014
Re-adopted March 2015
Re-adopted June 2016
Re-adopted April 2017
Re-adopted March 2018
Amended and re-adopted April 2019
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